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Let me begin by expressing my
deep condolences to all of you
for the loss of yet another giant

Campaign and events that

state is in question with

follow including the Hitler furore,

impending crisis being faced by

recent SRC elections and the

state agencies such as the

Budget Vote. This National

Police, Prosecution Authority

Executive Committee meeting

and IPid. South Africa’s official

must locate the organization

opposition has emerged from its

within these developments and

elective conference and

assess the threats and

elected for the first time a black

opportunities presented to us.

leader.

This NEC sits during a period

of our struggle Mme
Ruth Mompati. This

“We salute

heroin was an

On the international front,
we have observed with keen
interest the escalating crisis in

exemplary leader of

iSithwalandwe, imbokodo,

Burundi, which is on the verge

high calibre. She

uyibekile induku ebandla.

of plunging the nation into war.

epitomized all the
revolutionary values

Uyihambile indlela enhle,

of our struggle,
sacrifice,

maka phumule.”

commitment,

We have also noted the
reestablishment of diplomatic
relations between Cuba and
the United States of America;

discipline and most importantly

where our country has just

this also led to the historic

love for the people. We salute

emerged from another

release of the Cuban Five.

iSithwalandwe, imbokodo,

outbreak of xenophobic

uyibekile induku ebandla.

violence, which has cost us lives

SASCO and the changing

Uyihambile indlela enhle, maka

and displaced many foreign

environment in Higher

phumule.

nationals. We meet when our

Education

There is no doubt that Higher
Education is going through a
moment that can be referred
to as eventful and dynamic.
From the Rhodes Must Fall

As stated above the higher

people have to live with the
reality of sporadic load

education landscape has

shedding due to supply and

occupied public discourse over

demand balancing by Eskom.

the recent period. A lot has

The legitimacy of the ANC led

been said about the brave
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action taken by the students of

important issues of

being spectators and

the University of Cape Town to

transformation were not

cheerleaders and not at the

call for the removal of the

coherently articulated and

core of those developments.

statue of Cecil John Rhodes

ended up taking a back seat. It

that occupied a strategic

was only when the statue was

implications, which include the

presence at the university. The

removed that the campaign

very questioning of our

call by the UCT students was

realized that its relevance had

vanguard role and hegemony

metaphoric in our

diminished, without significant

in higher education. It is

understanding because the

strides being made on specific

important that we reflect on this

demand in essence was for the

transformation demands. Its

on order not to allow for these

removal of colonial and

public appeal had diminished

issue based movements don’t

apartheid relations in higher

before it could communicate

develop to becoming new

education.

and elevate key

This campaign must be

This may have far reaching

“We must concern

demands such as

ourselves when other

lauded for its ability to bring

the admissions

higher education

policy, academic

transformation at the center of

staff

public discourse and also the

demographics,

questioning of the relevance of

curriculum

colonial-apartheid symbolism

transformation and

spectators and cheerleaders

not only in universities but

other related

and not at the core of those

society in general. Through this

matters.

campaign we saw

elements emerge within our
space and lead popular
struggles with us being

developments.”

Although our

unprecedented unity between

structures and

students of various races and

cadres participated in this

academics united in

campaign, it must concern us

questioning the status core in

that the role of SASCO was

our ivory tower institutions. This

minimal in the leadership and

campaign also expanded to

strategic framing of the

other institutions such as Rhodes

campaign. As an organization

University and the University of

that claims to be a vanguard of

Stellenbosch.

students and leader of

Because of the minimal

transformation in higher

presence of SASCO within this

education, we must concern

campaign, it faced a danger of

ourselves when other elements

becoming reduced to a statue-

emerge within our space and

based movement. The

lead popular struggles with us
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spaces for students outside of
the students parliament which is
SASCO. The emergence of
movements such as the Rhode
Must fall is not inherently
negative in so far as they do not
develop into student political
formations that contest SASCO.
There has been an anti
SASCO sentiment that has
arisen out of the Rhodes Must
Fall Movement, with plans to
even contest within student’s
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governance. This must be

elections because its DA and

question amongst the middle

guided and our comrades

EFF students structures that won

class and it various strata. This is

participating within this

elections.

not to suggest anything other

movement must assist in this

We must work hard to ensure

than the impact of ANC’s role

regard. Students must affirm the

that we win the coming SRC

as leader of the state and

leadership role of SASCO and

election decisively in order to

SASCO being viewed as

our hegemony in all students’

reverse the negative sentiments

complicit in the corruption, poor

platforms must be entrenched

we have inherited from the

governance etc. by the state.

at all times.

town election that took place
this year. We must also make

SASCO and the South African

SASCO and student

sure that going forward our

State

governance

structures communicate to our

The recent loss of Student
Representative Council
elections has led to the
organization’s hegemony being
questioned by all and sundry. In
the cause of its existence
SASCO has won and lost SRC
elections, this is the nature of
student politics and not a new
phenomenon at all. What
makes these recent
developments different is that
firstly these are isolated
elections, which happen
outside of the normal cycle,
and therefore they stand out.
And secondly there has been
huge media coverage of these

Our organization claims to

Head Office about the

apply the Contradictory and

outcomes of TVET College

Complementary Approach (CC

elections which will give us an

Approach) to the ANC and its

indication of progress we are

government. Over the recent

making in this sector and allow

period we have been criticized

us to communicate such

and accused of being an

progress.

extension of the ANC and its

Our PWCs must monitor the

government. As stated above

work of our deployees who in

this has been used by our

many instances compromise

detractors to create a

our electoral prospects by

perception that we are

crude display of opulence and

complicit to all that the state

arrogance to students. The

does.

relationship of our SRC’s with

Recently, the Mail &

management of institutions is

Guardian accused the

also important to monitor

leadership of being in the

because in some cases our

pockets of the Ministry of Higher

leaders become compromised

Education and Training. It is true

and are unable to wage

that our association with the

popular students’ struggles.

ANC may have led to these

SASCO must consider its

perceptions being peddled in

proximity to the ANC and the

the public discourse for ill

impact this has to its electoral

intentions to drive a wedge

prospects, especially with the

between students and their

legitimacy of the state being in

organization.
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We must emphatically

understand the acts of violence

countries to come to South

reaffirm our CC Approach and

and intimidation that happen

Africa for a better quality of life.

clearly defend the organization

against foreign nationals. This is

and the rational that informs our

because the term xenophobia

our townships, this phenomenon

alliance with the African

refers to a fear and hatred

take the character of a

National Congress. However,

against foreign nationals.

contestation by local South

we must at all times consider

What we have seen in South

In other cases, particularly in

African small business owners

whether there is a balance in

Africa can best be described as

and their foreign counterparts.

the application of the CC-

a scramble for scares

Our local township business

Approach across our structures.

economic spoils by South

owners are unable to compete

SASCO must never be locked

African working class with their

with the low prices that

into the exigencies of the state

fellow African brothers and

consumers benefit from in

that it compromises its own

sisters. This manifest itself

foreign owned shops and

political program and standing

through the employment

supermarkets. This leads to acts

as an organization. The

practices by employers who

of intimidation and violence

independence of the

favour foreign nationals over

muted against foreign shop

organization must not just be

South Africans, with the sole

owners by our local business

understood by its leadership

purpose of super exploitation

people, who use unemployed

and membership but by society

and expansion of surplus value

and desperate youth.

in its totality.

accumulation. Foreign nationals

It is clear that socio-

in our country are paid lower

economic factors are the real

Xenophobic violence in South

salaries than South African

cause of the outbreaks and not

Africa

workers and most of them

just hate and fear as we have

remain un-unionized. This drives

been made to believe.

a wedge between foreign

Therefore the solution rests in

nationals and South African,

radical socio-economic

particularly Africans.

transformation in our country

We must expose this for what

Xenophobia in South Africa has
always manifested itself as
Afrophobic to the extent that it
is mainly Africans that are
victims. The term xenophobia
and even Afrophobia are not
sufficient sometimes to

and continent. Stability, peace

it is, it is a capitalist

and development in the

accumulation model that super

continent will ensure that there

exploits workers and leads to

are fewer illegal migrants that

inter-class contestations

flock to South Africa for

amongst the working class and

opportunities, because there

profit accumulation by Capital.

would be quality of life

Foreign nationals accept these

throughout the continent.

lower salaries because of their

Eskom and the energy crisis

desperation, having left their
4
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Since 2008 our country has

nuclear, shale, renewable, oil

Eskom my result in devastating

been facing energy constraints,

and gas. These initiatives have

implications for the poor.

these have resulted in load

been communicated as

Private equity will be more

shedding across the country. It

medium to long-term

concerned with profiteering

has been argued by

interventions. The connection of

rather than the nation interest.

government that due to the

the Medupi and Kusile power

This may lead to brutal recovery

expansion of the demand for

stations to the national grid,

policies and cutting of supply

energy as a result of post-

which has delayed, will also

for the poor who continue to

democratic connections even

relieve the grid of the current

struggle to pay for the high

to the previously

demand pressures.

electricity tariffs.

disadvantaged. Another
reason that has been
advanced is the inability of
Eskom to build new generating

“It has been reported that
30% of Eskom assets will be
privatizes”

infrastructure and its inability to
maintain existing infrastructure.

Legitimacy of our state
Detractors of our movement
have successfully exposed
the growing levels of instability

Load shedding is currently

in our state institutions

used as the short-term

particularly those in the criminal

intervention to avoid a total

justice system. This questions the

far reaching implications on the

black out. Whilst private energy

very legitimacy of the state and

economy and the program of

providers also have been

its standing amongst the

socio-economic transformation.

engaged to in order to deal

people. Sustained instability in

The implications it has on

with the shortages on the

these institutions has a potential

investment attraction and

national grid. What is

to weaken the truth of our

industrialization of our economy

concerning for us is that the war

people in these entities, which

militates against economic

room led by Deputy President

will lead to lawlessness and

growth of our nation.

Ramaphosa and the National

chaos.

The current energy crisis has

Therefore the importance of

Treasury seem to be using this

We must call on our

resolving our energy crisis is an

crisis to privatize state assets

government to put its house in

urgent imperative that our

from the back door. We must

order, in the interest of our

government must address

be very careful not to allow for

ongoing National Democratic

urgently. For its part, our

the privatization of Eskom

Revolution. The use of state

government has proposed a

justified on the basis of the

institutions to fight battles and

number of interventions to deal

current constraints. It has been

purges is not in the interest of

with the supply constraints. The

reported that 30% of Eskom

our struggle.

government has announced

assets will be privatizes. What

plans to introduce an energy

concerns us is that the

society and particularly in the

mix, which includes coal,

introduction of private equity in

state continue to question our
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The levels of corruption in our
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leadership and the legitimacy

recently heard that an army

their country. We will continue

of our course as a movement.

General has declared himself

to watch carefully as relations

Decisive action should be taken

as leader of the government

normalize between Cuba and

against corrupt officials. SASCO

effectively rendering the

the USA. We must continue to

must be at the forefront of

country into war. The army itself

call for the end to the

exposing and condemning

is divided; this will have

economic blockade and that

corruption wherever it raises its

negative results for the whole

this must never happen at the

ugly head.

continent.

expense of the Cuban

The tendency of African
On the international front

Revolution. The Cuban 5 will be

leaders not to want to leave

in South Africa as part of the 60

“We cannot improve our

power has been a perception

years of the Freedom Charter

country and education system

and reality in many parts of the

celebrations. This sign is

outside the context of the

continent. This has led to many

symbolic because it will be their

global situation we find

civil wars across the continent

first visit outside Cuba after their

ourselves in.” Strategic

and many peoples have been

release. This emphatically

Perspective on Transformation

displaced and flee to

expresses the friendship we

(SPOT)

neighboring countries for

continue to enjoy with the

asylum. We must call for the

Cuban people.

As an internationalist
organization we should always

President of Burundi to step

consider the developments in

down from the election race

the Saharawi Student Union

the global political Irena in

and allow succession in the

and the Embassy of Western

order to consider possibility and

country. This must be done in

Sahara. This is an important step

threats to our revolution.

the interest of peace and

to ensure that we strengthen

Significant to note is that the

development of Burundi and

bilateral relations with other

developments within our

Africa. The African Union must

student formations in the

continent that pose a danger

act decisively to isolate leaders

continent. It was more so

to the program of the

that create environments that

important to meet and

renaissance of Africa and her

lead to war and civil unrest. We

formalize relations with the

development.

must call on the AU to also

students of Saharawi because

ensure that Burundi does not

we must never forget that

Burundi is in the brink of

use its apparatus to violently

Western Sahara remains the last

implosion, masses of people

attack the masses of the

colony in the continent. We

continue to be met by the

people who are engaged in

must do solidarity campaigns

brutality of the police whilst the

mass protests.

with Saharawi students and

The situation in Bunjumbura

march against the decision of

We must congratulate the

Recently we have met with

ensure that we elevate their

President Nkurunziza to stand for

people of Cuba for finally

struggle in our country,

the third term. We have

receiving the Cuban 5 back in

continent and globally.
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I also visited Brazil on behalf

which in which, if we cannot,

student been turned away,

of the organization and have

the opportunity presented will

referred to apply online, even

written an account of my trip

convert itself into our threat, as

after we raised frustrations of

which was published on the

we shall become irrelevant to

technical inefficiencies of online

website of the organization.

the modern means of

systems, the abuse of NBT’s

Comrades are encouraged to

organizing, as some of the

been applied as measure to

read and consider some of the

Student Representative

determine access into the

lesion we believe are important

Councils are led by liberal

institution, even after the

for South Africa to consider. Our

student activist, who embrace

organization has pronounced

international program must be

difference means of organizing

itself on this question. Majority of

intensified and we must be able

students on issues based, across

our students were financially

to benefit from best practices

racial and political divine, as it

excluded, as NSFAS fails

across the world.

was the case with the

decimally to cover all qualifying

#RhodesMustFall Movement

students, worse as instructions

EDUCATION AND

and currently happening in

have been given to institutions

TRANSFORMATION

Open Stellenbosch.

to do away with top slicing,

Introduction
2015 academic year has

What is coming prominently

which means few students

also is the kind of tactic been

benefit. The working class

seen waves of change within

implored by such groups who

children are still not been

higher education land scape in

have managed a successful

covered by the scheme,

general and student activism in

online activism to the extent

postgraduate students do not

particular, these waves of

that their voices could no-

have adequate funding to

change is upon us, and as the

longer be ignored, and this

ensure that the country can

revolutionary student

forced media houses to cover

build the next generation of

movement it present both

their story and write about their

academics which the sector is

opportunities and threats,

developments on a daily basis,

in demand of.

opportunities as it brings in itself,

whiles most of the progressive

our long held views on a

student movement continues to

number of questions on lack or

received declining media

none existence of

coverage, unless is informed by

transformation in the sector,

bad publicity which we mostly

and place these issues on the

get due to protest that goes out

top of the agenda.

of the way.

However opportunity

2015 like any other year saw

requires of us to re-invent

a lot of our brothers and sisters

ourselves in the ever changing

from poor families been

environment of student politics,

students and prospective
7

NSFAS and Free Education

We must insist that
institutional autonomy and
academic freedom does not
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constitute small states, where

The 53rd National Congress of

broad consultative process,

Vice Chancellors and Collage

the ANC held in Mangaung

including the social, economic

principals are pseudo

gave a clear instruction to

analysis and impact and

presidents and decide willy-nilly

government, and by

consultation with treasury will

on who should study in these
institutions (financially) and
what they should study. Some
of these Apartheid
characteristics and features
have resulted in absolutely no
change on the education
system, with some universities
remaining lily-white with better
infrastructure whilst black
institutions remain poor and not
resourced.
Since 1994, changes in the
classification framework of
higher education have given us
“top, established universities”,
“comprehensive universities”
(most of which became legal
entities in 2004, the result of
mergers between traditional
universities and technikons) and
“universities of technology”. But
these changes cannot hide
some clearly visible facts: at the
very top, we still have exactly
the same historically
advantaged universities and, at
the bottom in this hierarchically
perceived and experienced
systemic structure, there remain
historically disadvantaged and
black universities – including the
universities of technology.

“We must insist
that institutional
autonomy and
academic freedom
does not constitute
small states”
implication the minister of
higher education and training
on the our struggle for free
quality education for the poor,
this revolutionary congress went
a stipe-ahead of the 52nd
National Congress of Limpopo,
which only declared the
revolutionary slogan “ introduce
free education until first
undergraduate level, the 53rd
Congress, which was attended
by the 17th National Executive
Committee of SASCO noted
that “ significant strides have
been made in finalizing the
policy on free higher education
to all undergraduates levels
students from poor and working
class communities for phase
implementation from 2014.
It further noted “a draft
policy of free higher education
has been completed and the
8

ensue. The resolution was clear
and vivid from this congress
that” the policy for free higher
education to all undergraduate
levels students will be finalized
for adoption before end of
2013. The resolution on NSFAS is
that “a newly structured NSFAS
system must be introduced to
enable fee-free education from
2014 onwards, and that a policy
dialogue must be utilized to
develop a fully-fledged costing
model”.
Instead of getting
progressive update of these
resolutions as adopted by the
highest organ of the
movement, the minister in the
education subcommittee of the
ANC this year, actually few
months’ back reported
“ministerial working group on
fee free higher education
completed its report in mid2013. The minister elected not
to publish the report, but rather
to work with its
recommendations in
developing a draft policy
statement; the report further
alleges “the department in on
target to complete this process
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and publish a final policy by

noted “Our observation is that

feces on the statue of Cecilia

March 2018, for implementation

the speech is an arrogant

Rhodes, begun a movement

as planned”.

display of the ideology of

which spread to various parts of

permanent postponements,

the country, as student used

its best, and should remind his

which have been the highlight

symbols to raise current issues

that when NWU refused to

of the Minister's reign. We see

faced and put them on the

release a particular report on

yet again that the programme

national discourse.

racism and other related

of implementing Free Education

incident’s commissioned by

has been postponed, if not

racism and sexism has been

council of the university, he

relegated to permanent

exposed, for the fact that UCT

went out to release that report

oblivion”.

has only one female Black full

correctly so sighting the

Transformational discourse

professor and six black male

We view this as hypocrisy at

importance of stakeholders and

Institutional cultures informed

The embedded institutional

proffers, out of more than 200

society to know and be

by racism, sexism and attitudes

proffers in that university tells a

informed, when is his time he

of white supremacy have never

sorry state of affairs and

does otherwise.

in the history of post-apartheid

exclusionary practices of our

has higher education face such

universities of our black

policy will be published by 2018,

drastic shift, and exposed for its

academics, we must recall that

is nothing but arrogance at its

untransformed nature and its

all this happens under the

best, not only to us as the

hold of apartheid way of doing

watch of Max Price, whom

student movement in pursuit of

things, clothed by racist and

recently done away with race

Free Quality education for all,

sexist institutional cultures.

base-proxy policy advantaging

The assertion that says a final

but also to the ANC which

black students on access.

resolved on free education by

What is worse is that if we

2014, resolutions which we have

were to look closely at these

play critical role in shaping, and

professors, we are likely to find

given the department this five

most not been of SA origin but

years to implement. What we

been international scholars, a

see is the minister’s stance of

term defined by the last NWC of

shifting the ball and not
implementing, whiles all other
policies on various issues will be
implemented between 2015
and 2016.
This view is further expressed
by our statement response on
the budget speech which

The RhodesMustFall
movement has done what
Lenin says” there are decades
where a nothing happens; and
there are weeks were a
decade happens” the actions
of Chumane, a student activist
in UCT, who poured human
9

SASCO, who are used as
transformation proxy, to the
disadvantage of local
professors. We must state that
we are not against such black
international scholars, but they
should not be abused to distort
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reality on issues of

to oppress the poor particularly

white dominated institutions.

transformation.

the black students.

The workers at the bottom end

Progressive Workers and

University Councils remain a

of the salary scale are exploited

students in universities are afraid

contested terrain of ideological

and their development is stifled.

to speak out, because they

struggle and revolutionaries in

These universities use the

face a backlash and threats of

broader society including

exploitative labour brokers, who

intimidation, oppression and

Young revolutionaries in Student

treat workers as nothing but

bullying. As a result of this, they

Representative Councils must

glorified slaves. They do this

are silent witnesses to incidents

flood these Councils and

while ensuring that they create

of dishonesty and unconcealed

transform them, and where

work for white retirees, who are

wastage of public funds by the

such are frustrated like we have

using the institution to

management of this institution.

observed in the number of

supplement their retirement

This is a clear indication that

universities, a call must be

packages, give each other

even today in 2015 our

made to disband such

donations and contracts. As a

universities are taking the

reactionary and untransformed

Marxist Leninist student force,

evolutionary approach towards

councils, such as our stance on

we must refuse to allow these

transformation.

UoFS and NWU.

institutions to be used as the last

Urgent transformation of the

This poses a responsibility for

outpost of apartheid that

higher education terrain is

comrades with clear

avoids change and protect ill-

required to change the existing

ideological understanding that

gotten white privileges.

landscape in order to transform

they must study till their post

The recent revolutionary and

the content and quality

graduates and government

transformational student protest

including transforming the

must be able to increase funds

are a clear indication that

values away from consumption,

in post graduate studies this

students unity is still intact and

crass-materialism, competition,

would be a creative

that must be an wakening to us

neo-liberalism and exploitation.

mechanism to increase the

and those that have

We are all aware that the core

number of ideologically sober

continuously said we are in

problem in universities or

post graduate and therefore

denial and our student

colleges lie particularly with the

the class conscious cadres be

revolution is under siege,

university councils and senates

identified and appointed to sit

through these protest we must

for they are the highest decision

and transform all the strategic

learn that Change is brought by

making body in universities,

centers of the universities from

the people, not the

university councils remain

councils to senates over time.

government. Apartheid

reactionary even today and fail

The institution has used the

crumbled because of the

to transform due to their

middle managers as puppets to

people, not government – not

compositions and how they

oppress, discriminate and

PW Botha, not FW de Klerk, but

were systematically structured

silence workers at our mainly

the people. We have empirical

10
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evidence to show that, if we

been introduced, informed by

going transformational

want transformation to happen

resistance of other colleges and

discourse on higher education.

in every aspect of our lives, we

universities.

must do much more than

The process to the new act is

The minister has over time

important also in terms of the

depend on the powers that be.

failed to intervene on colleges

policy nuances that will emerge

Look at the effect of the UCT

and universities refusing to

from this process. Issues of

students and their powerful

transform been white and

institutional differentiation,

collective voice.

Afrikaner institutions, even in the

curriculum and transformation

height of extreme racial attacks

must receive a qualitative input

exposed in University of Free

from the students’ perspective.

Review of Higher Education
Act

State during the Reidz debacle,

The development in the on-

as well as the dead of a first

Student and workers

going process of reviewing and

year in Puke of North West

amending the higher education

University during the initiation at

act, requires our undivided

the university and on many

institutions in social change

focus. We know that the pre-

other racist actions reported in

during Apartheid is more

occupation of the department

the sector.

obvious and clearly visible than

is mainly on questions of

The only this we have seen in

victimization
The role of higher education

its role in the ongoing

institutional autonomy and

all these actions, is VC been

transformation of contemporary

public accountability, as a

removed/ asked to resign and

South African society. However

response by some universities

committees been formulated to

the intensely differentiated

refusing the minister to

investigate what is known and

nature of higher education

intervene when required. The

open to all to see, without

both in the past and present

department has realized that

fundamental changes, as these

makes it difficult to speak about

only academic freedom is

institutions undermines such

it as a "system" having

protected by the constitution

recommendations, under the

coherence and an

and not institutional autonomy,

pretext of institutional

undifferentiated identity; hence

a point will return to later.

autonomy, to the abuse and

it is problematic to conceive of

disrespect of public

a positive empirical relationship

minister to intervene in our

accountability. The toothless

between higher education and

institutions on the time of need,

transformation oversight

social transformation in South

however the minister has only

committee was constituted and

Africa.

intervene on our black collages

to this day we are unsure of

and university, as they

their role, powers and

institutions in contributing to the

experienced financial

responsibilities, as they even

collapse of the Apartheid social

administration challenges, the

failed to rise up during the on-

order cannot be answered in

Over years we have call the

resulted into amendment bills

The role of higher education

an abstract, generalizable or
11
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purely causal manner. For

any other issues within our

appointment of university DC,

example, while many black

institutions, the principle of

must be taken away from

students, a few progressive

academic freedom is swiped

institutional managers, we must

academics in some

under the carpet and replaced

make all these calls, as part of

departments, and unionized

with demining university rules

our contribution on the

workers actively participated in

aimed at silencing student

amendments of the act, in

the internal resistance

voices, and been subjects to

effort to minimize the influence

movement to bring about the

undemocratic DC, which are

and abuse of DC cases for stuff

collapse of Apartheid,

appointed by management,

and student by hired

universities as institutions did not

administrated by management,

management, who are held

themselves serve as major

and report or recommend to

belt on removing

levers of power against the old

management.

democratically elected student

order.
Instead, these institutions

They charge you, trail you,

leaders in particular, and also

find you guilty and lastly deal

victimizing student activist in

provided the institutional terrain,

with your appeal, in such a

general.

displaying repressive as well as

system one has no chance at

conducive conditions

all of receiving a free and fair

year, which means there is a

("protective spaces") that

trail, since our VC are players,

huge expectation from our

facilitated student protest

couches and referees in the DC

membership for us to chart a

behavior. Only when higher

game. The end results is

way, forward for our members

education institutions are

ongoing student victimizations,

and give clear marching orders

disaggregated into their various

which student activist are

to our structures. We must

constituents does the role of

confronted with daily, as is the

ensure that we do justice to this

each sector with respect to

case in what is transpiring at

task.

social transformation become

UCT by Max and Habib in Wits,

more apparent.

on the case of Chumani and
Mcebo respectively.

Over years we have urged

We must demand a

that academic freedom is only

constitutional review of all

for academic’s and managers,

university disciplinary rules of our

whom have given themselves

institutions, for them to be

the right to express their views

tested against normal and

without fair or favor, including

acceptable DC processes, we

promotion of their sick white

must also demand for an

supremacy, but every time a

independent body to

student activist express their

adjudicate on DC case reviews

radical and militant views on

beyond our institutions. The
12

This is our first NEC if the

End.
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Abridged NEC
Resolutions

Resolved


Opening and Welcoming
The meeting was officially
opened by the President



Comrade Ntuthuko
Makhombothi. He welcomed



everyone who is present at the
meeting and urged ex-officio
members who are new from



provinces to feel free, and that
their maximum participation will
be for the success of the
meeting.
Political Overview
The update was presented
by the President Cde Ntuthuko
Makhombothi and the following
issues were noted & resolved on
the update:
On Political education
Noting






The levels of
consciousness and the
eroding culture of
political education in
the organisation which
have led to high levels
of factionalism and illdiscipline;
The organisation is
faced with the task of
refocusing its energies
on conscioustising its
membership and reintroducing a cultural of
political education and
The importance of
making political
education a
cornerstone of our
movement



The NEC therefore Reaffirmed NGC
resolutions on Political
Education;
To instruct our structures
to convene political
classes;
Political education subcommittee to review the
current political syllabus
Our membership must
be encouraged to learn
and read documents of
the organization for their
own self development

Student victimization and
policy sub-committee
Noting




Media perceptions and our
relations with ANC



Noting
The contradictory and
complimentary relations
we have with the ANC;
 Further nothing that our
The CC approach is not
balanced and
compromises our
organization;
 The achievements,
challenges and failures
of the ruling party and
the attacks by the
media;
 And how we tend to
outsource our campus
challenges to the ANC
instead of fighting our
own struggles in some
instances
Resolved
 To take responsibility to
lead our struggles
 We resolved to expose
corruption and become
critical of the state
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The organization must
continue to deploy in
structures of influence
through the deployment
committee

The various incidence of
student victimization in
institution of higher
learning especially at
UCT and Wits;
The ANC selective
support in when it
comes to previously
white institutions; and
Our weaknesses on
mobilization against
student activism

Resolved






To organize marches
against student
victimization in our
institutions
Mobilize students to
support its leaders and
condemn them were
necessary
Call for the review of
policies and
constitutions of
universities

Rhodes must fall Campaign
movement
Noting





The developments at
UCT in the recent weeks;
We note RMF behaviour
that seeks to position
them as a student
formation;
Anti-ANC and SASCO
on FMF;
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Our challenges in
challenging the
situation;
The attitude of media in
branding RMF




Resolved:




Develop our
understanding on
Rhodes Must Fall
campaign(RMF);
To counter RMF with
massive campaigns and
necessary support to our
structures;
Branding of our
organization on
campus; and to
Tighten the struggles for
transformation



Crisis at Eskom
management and its
board;
The intervention
made by
government thus far
and how these
negatively affect the
poor
The calls by
opposition parties for
privatization of Eskom

Resolved:

Campaigns on circumcision

Engage on mass
protest on our
government to
intervene decisively
against the policy of
load shedding
 Refuse on the
backdoor resolution
on the sale of Eskom
assets
Free education campaign

Noting:

Noting:









The winter season and
the awareness
campaign of the
department of health
We also note the stigma
around this discussion

Resolved:




This campaign must
form part of our
graduate alive
campaign this year
August and
encourage male
comrades to
participate
Work very close with
the department of
health and other
interested
stakeholders

Eskom crisis and load
shading
Noting:



Attitude of
government on
postponing free
education in the
country to 2018
 The challenges and
ineffectiveness of our
current campaign on
free education
Resolved:







To embark on a
campaign to shutdown
of campuses in
institution of higher
education both in
universities and FETs. This
will happen in JULY and
AUGUST;
Establish a committee to
deal with the content of
free education; and
A committee on
mobilization of protest
and marches

Organisational Update
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The update was presented
by the Secretary General Cde
Luzuko Buku and the following
issues were noted & resolved on
the update:
On SRC elections
Noting:






The loos of our
organization at VUT
and UFH
The public
perception on our
SRC elections
campaign
Factionalism and
divisions in our
structures
Lack of financial
support in our
structures

Resolved:
Monitor all
deployments across
structures as NEC
through the NWC;
 Service our structures
through political
education, visit and
training on election
work;
 Pay attention on
PWC deployments to
lower structures;
 Clear diagnosis on
reasons why we lose
SRC elections;
 Finance committee
to consider the
financial implications;
and
 Prepare elections
manifesto urgently
through our
communication and
governance subcommittee
SAUS and SAFETSA


Noting:
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We note the disunity
and mismanagement
of SAFETSA;
 We note the
improvement of SAUS
and good
governance of the
structure; and
 And other
recommendations of
organizational
update
Resolved:




Support SAFETSA with
it’s administratively




duties towards their
congress this year
July
NWC must pay
attention to SAFETSA
The organization must
pay more attention
to the TVET sector
Please kindly note that the above
resolutions are abridged and do
not contain the full breath of
resolutions of the NEC as those

are internal to the
organisation.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

POST SASCO NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
STATEMENT
The National Executive Committee (NEC) of the South African Students’ Congress (SASCO) met from the
15th to the 17th of May 2015 to consider a variety of issues facing the organisation in the post-schooling
sector and to adopt its Programme of Action for the remainder of the year.
The NEC met just a month after a brutal killing of 147 people, most of them students, in Garissa University
College in Kenya. As we were still shocked by this incident, a wave of xenophobic incidences broke out
in the country. These shameful and abhorrent incidences took away many lives and displaced a number
of people. The organisation condemns this act of barbarism. These are events that continue to shame
humanity and expose the fact that we have not progressed in educating our people about the value of
human life.
In the weeks leading up to our NEC, Wits University and the University of Cape Town had taken decisions
to suspend student leaders in these campuses. These institutions recently faced student protests on NSFAS
and symbols of colonialism but interestingly in both institutions the suspensions were not as a result of the
protests. We will be fooled if we believe that these suspensions have nothing related with the protests.
These incidences continue to prove the anti-student activism nature of our universities. They continue to
show that these institutions continue to show a culture of docility. We call for the reversal of these
suspensions.
ON SRC ELECTION SETBACKS
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The organisation noted with the necessary alarm the recent losses at the Vaal University of Technology
(VUT) and the University of Fort Hare (UFH). The organisation views these losses with the seriousness they
deserve and we have informed our structures to take note of the reality that the opposition in our
institutions is very aggressive and thus needs to be fought with outmost vigilance and dedication.
We believe that these losses are a call for the organisation to introspect and aggressively focus on
servicing students. The challenge that was discovered in both lost institutions is that the organisation did
not properly monitor the work of its SRC’s and as a result students punished SASCO for some of its
deployee’s opulence, misbehaviour, and carelessness of some of the decisions they took. The challenges
of NSFAS compounded these challenges. We resolved to instruct our provinces to properly monitor SRC’s
and branches in order for them to do the work of the organisation with outmost dedication, diligence
and with the necessary sensitivity they deserve.
The NEC observed that the ANC is under attack from all corners of South African society and that more
often than not SASCO has had to defend the ANC and its leadership in government. It is our view that this
shielding of the ANC has led to many people believing that the organisation is not well-suited to
contradict the state in its fight for the introduction of Free Education and against the challenges of NSFAS.
The continuing illegitimacy of the South African state compounds this. The organisation is not apologetic
for its defence of the ANC on some of the good things that it has done and we will continue doing this as
it is in line with our complementary and contradictory approach against the South African state. Whilst
we will continue to relate with the ANC, our involvement of it in our programmes will be done with the
necessary caution in order to demystify the opportunistically created impression that we cannot think
outside of it and government.
The organisation will work to ensure that we reclaim all the institutions that we have lost and defend all
those we are currently governing in. We currently control more than 70 percent of universities in the
country and we need to expand this and win even those institutions where we have not led in the recent
past. It is for this reason that we have adopted a programme of action titled: Operation Restore Absolute
Hegemony!
ON THE FREE EDUCATION STRUGGLE
The NEC took note of the fact that the Ministry of Higher Education is arrogantly refusing to implement
Free Education. We are of the view that the rife and rampant challenges of NSFAS are a clear indication
that the institution in its current form has reached its sell-by date. All the reforms that are being introduced
will all come down to the fact that we do not have Free Education in the country and the spending on
post-school education in the country is abysmal and silly.
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Government continues to display arrogance by keeping on postponing the introduction of Free
Education in the land. The minister continues to implement his ideology of Free Education Postponism
with impunity and utter disregard for students. He is now planning to introduce Free Education in 2019
when his term has expired. This is an insult that students should not take lightly and as such we will fight it
with outmost vociferousness. We cannot have Free Education being relegated to permanent oblivion
under our watch.
It is for this reason that the organization will be engaged in a national campaign on Free Education
which will shut down all TVET Colleges and Universities in different weeks of the second semester. We will
take all colleges to strike at the end of July and all universities at the end of August this year. This is not a
threat but a commitment and a schedule for this will be released in due course.
ON THE REVIEW OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT
The NEC welcomes the indication that there will be a review of the Higher Education Act this year. We
have however learnt that the intention of this review is only to clarify the powers of the minister in the
appointment of independent assessors and administrators. It is sad that this review is not about the
clarification of the quagmire of institutional independence, which is insisted upon under the guise of
institutional autonomy.
We call upon government to initiate the review with the intention of closing the discussion around
institutional autonomy and public accountability. We plead with both the ministry and parliament to be
decisive and not be scared of court threats that some reactionary Vice-Chancellors and institutions
always pose. We believe that all those who want government to be totally distant from institutions are
doing so with the intention of preserving the exclusionary policies and practices in those institutions.
ON THE ELECTRICITY CRISIS
The NEC took exception at the current energy crisis in the country and noted the manner in which this
crisis is affecting institutions of higher learning, more particularly those that are historically disadvantaged,
as they do not have back-up generators. This negatively affects teaching, learning and student life. The
organisation will be having protests in all institutions in protests against the policy of load shedding. The
policy must be totally discarded and in the meanwhile universities and colleges should be exempted from
load shedding.
The organisation fails to understand the government explanation on the pressure on the electricity grid.
What is clear is that the highest echelons in Eskom and government knew the fact that we have an energy
crisis in our hand. We are against the utilisation of this sad situation of this crisis in order to introduce
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privatisation of Eskom. This is the old Freidmanian Shock Doctrine where every crisis is viewed as an
opportunity for the introduction of laissez faire capitalism. We are against the privatisation of any assert of
Eskom as this can be used as an entry to wholesale privatisation of the entity.
We also call for Eskom and government discontinue its public campaign, which tries to link the energy
crisis with the non-payments of electricity by certain municipalities, as if after payments all will be well. We
are faced with a crisis of poor planning at the entity and we urge government to take responsibility for its
inactions.
ON THE NATIONAL CONGRESS
The organisation resolved to open a bidding process for the 19th National Congress, which is taking
place at the end of the year. This process is done alongside the principle of rotation and it is for this reason
that only the North West and the Western Cape have been invited to make bids for the hosting of this
important event from the 1st to the 5th of December 2015. The NEC has thus tasked the NWC to evaluate
these bids and make a decision on them.
The NWC has also been instructed to release guidelines for the running of BGMs by the end of August
so that they do not clash with the examination period. Discussion documents for this congress will also be
released by the end of August, in order to allow for their discussion in AGMs, Regional Congresses and
Provincial Congresses. This is done with the intention of ensuring that there is enough political preparation
for this congress.

Editor: Nonceba Mhlauli, NEC Communications Coordinator
Editor In Chief: Luzuko Buku
Contact: sascocommunications@gmail.com
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